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This half term we will be covering the IPC unit  
Green Fingers! During this unit we will be learning about 
plants as living things. How they grow and what we can 
use them for. We will also find out how to look after 
plants. We will even be growing our own plants for a 

Flower Show at our school! 

English 
In English this term we will be looking at  
 Poems 
 Information texts 
 Reports 
 Past and present tense 
 New punctuation 
 Guided Reading 
 Comprehension 
 

Maths 
In Maths this term we will be looking at  
 Efficient problem solving methods—practising using the four operators, 

using different models, breaking down the questions, working in  
    different contexts 

Class Information 
Year Two will doing PE on Tuesdays and Thursdays but please leave kits in 

school if this is easier. PE kit is a white t-shirt, shorts and plimsolls or train-
ers.  Homework will be given on a Friday and is due back to school on a 

Wednesday. New spellings are given out on a Tuesday and tested the follow-
ing Monday. Children also need to be reading at home. They should be reading 
each book more than once to help improve their fluency. Please ensure you are 

listening to your child read at least three times a week.. 

Please Can You Help? 
Take a walk in the local area. What plants can you find? Collect 
leaves, drawings, rubbings and/or photos to identify them.  
Try growing your own cress at home and changing the environment to 
find out what happens (e.g. no water, no light). Can you grow a sun-
flower? How tall will it get? Write your best guess on a piece of paper 
and save it in an envelope to see if you were right when the flower is 
fully grown. 
Many Thanks 
Miss Clark 



In  Computing we will be learning 

about:  

 Let’s fix it—debugging algorithms  

In PE, we will be learning: 

 Games—Mini Tennis 

 Multiskills 

In  RE we will be learning about:  

 How do Buddhists show their 

beliefs?  

In Science, we’ll be finding out: 

 About plants that grow in our local area 

 About the different parts of a plant 

 What plants need in order to grow 

 How to care for a plant 

In Technology, we’ll be finding out: 

 How to make a watering device 

In International, we’ll be finding out: 

 How people in different countries use plants 

 If eating more plants could make a difference 

to the world 

In Geography, we’ll be finding out: 

 About plants that grow in other countries 


